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Andrew Balfour and Jim Vagonis
OWNERS, HASSLE FREE HOME SERVICES

LISA HELFERT

One of the biggest challenges for seniors looking to stay in
the home they have loved for decades is the day-to-day list of
maintenance and repairs needed to keep the home safe and
sound. Jim Vagonis and Andrew Balfour founded Hassle Free
Home Services more than 15 years ago with that exact challenge in
mind. While their contract-based, monthly maintenance and home
management service delivers value for all homeowners, it delivers
special benefits for seniors looking to stay in their homes.
“Nobody likes maintenance chores,” says Vagonis, “but for older
homeowners it becomes more difficult and even unsafe to take care
of these important tasks.” Hassle Free takes on that responsibility
for the customer. With a dedicated home manager and service
tech, the customer has a team they can trust. “Our main goal,” says
Balfour, “is to deliver peace of mind for our customers.”

601 Dover Road, Unit 11
Rockville, MD 20850
301-294-9444
info@myhasslefreehome.com
www.myhasslefreehome.com

Anthony Iannarino, DPT
SITE DIRECTOR, REHAB 2 PERFORM

DARREN HIGGINS

Rehab 2 Perform is not your average physical therapy space. Looking
more like a high-end gym, their creative physical therapy plans serve
different needs, from balance training to surgery recovery to athletic
enhancement.
After consultation and evaluation, therapists perform movement
analysis, then design and employ a plan to fit each patient’s specific
needs and goals. Home exercise assignments efficiently graduate to full
independence. Helping clients become stronger than before a surgery is
satisfying, but these therapists find it just as rewarding to help a senior
be able to live on their own after suffering a setback.
“Our philosophy for physical therapy is top performance, but not
necessarily just for sports,” says Dr. Anthony Iannarino, site director
for the new Bethesda location. “Our mission is to reduce the risk of
re-injury, educate and empower people with the tools they need to be
physically active, and achieve performance in the areas that matter
most to them.”

6710 Rockledge Dr., Suite 120A
Bethesda, MD 20817
301-798-4838
www.rehab2perform.com
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